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$100 Question from Characters

Strict and demanding immigrant parents. 



$100 Answer from Characters

Who are Maya and Nurzhan’s parents? 



$200 Question from Characters

The cautious and watchful main 

characters of “Golden Glass.”



$200 Answer from Characters

Who is Ted?



$300 Question from Characters

A caring boy who wants to help

his sister.



$300 Answer from Chracters

Who is Nurzhan?



$400 Question from Characters

The person who showed her 

Understanding by giving 

Maya a bracelet.



$400 Answer from Characters

Who is Maya’s mother?



$500 Question from Characters

A desire to be close to nature.



$500 Answer from Gods

What is something Ted and his 

mother have in common?



$100 Question from Events

To help her brother stay out of 

trouble.



$100 Answer from H2

Why did Maya give a 

bad translation to her 

father?



$200 Question from H2

Build a fort and live in the backyard.



$200 Answer from H2

What is the announcement Ted 

Makes at the beginning of the story?



$300 Question from H2

Because her mother fell and 

hurt herself.



$300 Answer from H2

Why does Maya have to clean houses?



$400 Question from H2

She thinks she is in trouble.



$400 Answer from H2

Why is Maya upset when 

she is called to the office?



$500 Question from H2

The stained glass he made.



$500 Answer from H2

What inspires Ted to go back in/

Symbolizes nature?



$100 Question from Plot

When the characters, 

situation, and setting are 

introduced.



$100 Answer from Plot

What is the expostion?



$200 Question from Plot

The end of the story (how it ends up for 

our characters).



$200 Answer from H3

What is the resolution?



$300 Question from H3

The part of the story where the main character 

encounters a series of complications.



$300 Answer from H3

What is the rising action?



$400 Question from H3

The part of the story where minor conflicts 

are wrapped up. 



$400 Answer from H3

What is the falling action?



$500 Question from H3

The part of the story where the main 

conflict is solved.



$500 Answer from H3

What is the climax?



$100 Question from Vocab

The person who sends vehicles to a 

destination to perform a task.



$100 Answer from Vocab

What is a dispatcher?



$200 Question from Vocab

Having sharp angles.



$200 Answer from H4

What is angular?



$300 Question from Vocab

A fight. 



$300 Answer from Vocab

What is a scuffle?



$400 Question from H4

To invent something.



$400 Answer from H4

What is concoct?



$500 Question from H4

Very careful and precise.



$500 Answer from Greek Culture

What is meticulous?



$100 Question from H5

The main conflict of “My 

Favorite Chaperone.”



$100 Answer from H5

What is Maya wanting to go to 

the Spring Fling?



$200 Question from H5

The first complication 

after the conflict is 

introduced in “My 

Favorite Chaperone.”



$200 Answer from H5

What is getting called to the 

office because her brother 

was fighting?



$300 Question from H5

A conflict that occurs in 

the mind of an character.



$300 Answer from H5

What is internal conflict?



$400 Question from H5

The main conflict in “Golden Glass.”



$400 Answer from H5

Ted and his mother have grown distant as he has become a teenager



$500 Question from H5

Because they are from a country with 

different customs.



$500 Answer from H5

What is the reason her 

parents won’t let her go 

to the dance?



Final Jeopardy

What is Nurzhan’s role in the climax of 

the story?



Final Jeopardy Answer

Chaperoning his sister at 

the dance.


